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Chapter 1 : Environment and Development | United Nations ESCAP
The UN Environment Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific is located in Bangkok. We have a national office in Beijing
and a sub-regional office in Samoa, and we are present in other countries through national projects including of the
UN-REDD Programme and the Poverty and Environment Initiative.

Our involvement is not merely a financial one, Ricoh staff are actively involved in the running of the program
enabling them to see the results first hand, providing them with a sense of purpose and also reconnecting them
with the environment. Hong Kong Environmental Technical Centre Visitation - Ever seen for yourself what
happens to the machines and toner cartridges when they have lived their lifespan? Participants get to see and
experience first-hand the toner refilling process, the reconditioning of the machines and the handling of old
hard disks. In one of the trips this year, the participants also got to engage in an interactive discussion with the
RHK Managing Director on the green business of Ricoh! The 3 day event made up of volunteers across 3
cities saw RID staff distributing food and clothes, taking part in a blood donation camp, singing and playing
games with the many orphans and elderly at the Helpage shelters. Helpage is an international NGO primarily
helping old people, though they do run several orphanages as well. In Mumbai, they planted saplings of fruit
bearing trees such as papaya, banana and coconut. The orphans helped by carrying big carts of fruits to lead
RID staff to the proper planting spots. New Delhi volunteers were waist deep in mud, digging and mixing
manure before finally laying in the saplings and watering them. Designated by BirdLife International and
MNS as an important Bird area with sightings of over species of birds in its brackish water lake system, the
KSNP project aims at building a framework for continuous forest conservation. Let us not forget about the
abundance of small-animals, fish, amphibians and reptile such as the silver leaf monkeys,the long-tailed
macaques, otters, mudskippers and fiddler crabs that can be found around the nature park. For more
information, go to: Nicknamed the "Ricoh Valley" by the in-charge of this reforestation project, the Motuihe
Trust, Ricoh has been the only volunteers to plant there since The first trees planted in have grown well over
head height, providing shelter and food for the endangered species such as kiwi and tuatara reptile that have
been released on this now pest-free island. A video production team has also filmed the process this year. To
view, go to: Ricoh Philippines organises this annual event to recognize children with outstanding scholastic
performances. Singapore Eco Action Day - Featuring the slogan "Green the Red Dot, Join the Movement", the
initiative aims to mobilize and inspire individuals and organizations in Singapore, widely known as the "little
red dot". An intention for offices to extend this effort from one day to a daily affair, Ricoh has gathered over
organisations to participate in this campaign since with a total of about ,kWh of energy saved! That is almost 3
million balloons of CO2! Join us when the campaign kick-starts in ! To visit, go to: Heading up to Junjianyan,
Beitou, the Ricoh team aims to clean up the mountain, restoring it to its beautiful landscape. This activity not
only cleans up the environment, but the meaningfulness refreshes the participants even as they exercise their
way up. Ricoh Eco School is a programme that educates students about the environment at a young age,
teaching them to use responsibly via creative means and programme.
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Chapter 2 : Airports Council International Asia - Pacific
Held in conjunction with the World Environment Day on 5th June, Ricoh Asia Pacific & Ricoh Singapore championed this
annual energy-savings campaign to encourage individuals and organizations to take part as a collective effort to save
energy on this day.

Web site privacy policy 1. Obtaining Personal Information TMAP will, when obtaining any Personal
Information, identify the purpose of use thereof and obtain it to the extent it becomes necessary and through a
lawful and fair manner. Handling of Personal Information 1 Usage of Personal Information TMAP will not
use any Personal Information obtained pursuant to the Clause 1 above for any purpose without obtaining prior
consent from the relevant owner. In the event that the disclosure of the Personal Information is pursuant to no.
In addition, TMAP shall endeavor to promote activities including regular training and education not only for
those who will handle any Personal Information but also to all employees. In any event, any and all enquires
or consultations from any customer shall be handled in compliance with the Personal Data Protection Act of
Act 26 of of Singapore. Any modification thereof will be reflected in this Basic Policy from time to time. You
can use this website only if you agree to and accept the Terms and Conditions without limitation or
reservation. Disclaimers, Limitation of Liability The information on this website is provided "as is" and
TMAP makes no representations or warranties as to the accuracy, adequacy, completeness, or appropriateness
for any particular purpose of any such information. TMAP expressly disclaims liability for any errors and
omissions therein and for any damages whatsoever whether arising out of or in connection with your use of,
reliance upon, or acting or for bearing to act upon, any information on this website even if TMAP has been
advised of the possibility of such damages. This paragraph applies only to the extent permitted by applicable
law. TMAP shall not be held liable for any damages arising out of any alteration or change of the contents or
inability to use this website. You may only use the content of this website for your personal use and may not
reproduce, adapt or publish it, in whole or in part, for any purpose without the express written consent of
TMAP. The Toyota logos may not be used, downloaded, copied or distributed in any way. Other trademarks
and trade names are those of their respective owners. Product Variation Specifications, appearance and other
properties of our products may vary according to the country they are sold in. For detailed information, please
contact the dealers, the distributors or the import agencies in your country or territory. Links to this Website
When you would like to link your website to this website, place the link to the top page of this website http:
We do not permit links having the following properties. In no event shall TMAP be held liable for any
damages, or any other complaints or claims from third parties with respect to websites that have links to this
website. When you place a link to this website, you must hold TMAP harmless from any complaints or claims
by third parties. When TMAP requests that you break a link to this website for whatever reasons, you must
disconnect the link immediately. Failure to disconnect will give rise to TMAP to facilitate appropriate action
against you. TMAP is in no way liable for such websites and their contents. Hypertext Links to External Sites
This website may contain hypertext links to other World Wide Websites which are completely independent of
this website. Your linking to any other off-site pages or other sites is at your own risk.
Chapter 3 : Asia and the Pacific | UN Environment
The best and fairest way to cap global warming is to empower indigenous forest peoples, reduce food waste and slash
meat consumption, an alliance of 38 NGOs said Monday.

Chapter 4 : Our impact in Asia Pacific | UN Environment
The latest Tweets from UN Environment Asia Pacific (@UNEnvironmentAP). UN Environment Regional Office for Asia
and the Pacific. Bangkok, Thailand.
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Chapter 5 : Asia-Pacific Ministerial Summit on the Environment
Asia Pacific is the fastest-growing economic region in the world. It is also a place of contrasts, home to some of the
smallest and poorest countries and some of the largest and richest.

Chapter 6 : APFED - Asia-Pacific Sustainable Development News
Covering more than a third of the world's surface, the Asia Pacific region is home to some of the planet's most unique
ecosystems and endangered wildlife. However, a warming climate, a growing population and our need for natural
resources are threatening nature as never before.

Chapter 7 : Toyota Environmental Challenge - Driving global initiatives in Asia
News, analysis, multimedia and resources, including facts & figures, about environment in South East Asia & Pacific,
including climate change, energy and disasters.

Chapter 8 : Environment for development in South East Asia & Pacific news & analysis - calendrierdelascie
EPA works with nations in the Asia-Pacific region to protect the global environment and public health. Our work focuses
on the largest developing economies and population centers, including China and Vietnam. We also collaborate on
initiatives in Australia, Japan, Singapore, and Taiwan, and.

Chapter 9 : Environment | Asia Pacific Report
Asian Pacific Environmental Network APEN empowers low-income Asian Pacific Islander (API) communities to achieve
environmental and social justice.
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